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2018 LIVING PREPARED PRESENTATIONS     MAP    
TIMES OF CLASS AND LOCATION: 6:30–8:00p Kidz Aud 

NOTE: dates, times, location, and speakers are subject to change. Childcare for birth–11years provided with 
registration. There will be a meal or a pot-luck dinner before each presentation. See details of each event. 
Please let us know how many and whether eating a meal or attending only. We want to have enough notes 
printed, food prepared, and be good stewards.  

SIGN UP: via connection card in the church bulletin or call the church office 803-798-4488. 

January 18 with Stephen Chitty, Lead Pastor   
Pastor Stephen will be sharing 5 words that the Lord has put on his heart regarding the Long Emergency for 2018. 

February 15 Earthquake Preparedness—David Perry from the SC Emergency Mgmt Dept 
Some topics: SC fault lines; How an earthquake may affect us; What to do to prepare family, home, pets; 
Earthquake Insurance.  

March 15 Square Foot Gardening—Mike from Heavenly Seeds 
Square Foot Gardening: how to make, where to place and what to grow!  Mike will have an extensive stock of 
non-GMO seeds for sale. 

Apr 19 How to Create Checklists: Speed Your Response and Avoid Mistakes—Bill & Lora Johnson 
During a disaster, checklists make it easier to perform important tasks consistently and completely, even when 
tired, distracted.  Learn how to create a practical checklist and then make one in a class exercise.  

May 17 Communication Security: How to Communicate Securely Through Obscurity—Micheal Kline 
Join us as we discuss Communication Security (COMSEC) and how to practice communicating securely through 
obscurity. See how people try to disguise their conversations. Learn about Brevity Matrix, Authentication Matrix, 
and One-Time Pad. A meal will be provided—suggested donation $3 ea., but is not required.  Childcare birth–11 
yrs with reservation.  Register by May 15th.  Let us know how many: eating dinner or attending only. 

Jun 21 What Should You Do in Case of a Nuclear Attack—Mary Bright   Pot Luck—Bring a dish! 
Learn steps to take, where to go, what to do, what to listen to, and how to protect yourself during an event similar 
to Fukushima nuclear disaster, or a nuclear blast occurs. Potluck dinner tonight, please bring a dish to share.  
Childcare birth–11 yrs with reservation.  Register by Jun 19th.  Let us know how many: eating dinner or attending only.  

July 19 Medical Supplies for Barter—Mary Hornsby   Pot Luck—Bring a dish! 
Medical supplies and the knowledge of how to use them will eventually become some of the most valuable items 
to accumulate in quantity for barter purposes. Few will have the things necessary to heal a wound. Bandages, 
antibiotics, blood clotting agents, and other medical materials will give you purchasing power in a world without 
ATMs, effective water treatment or rule of law. Potluck dinner tonight, please bring a dish to share. Childcare 
birth–11 yrs with reservation.  Register by Jul 17th.  Let us know how many: eating dinner or attending only.  

Aug 16 Twenty Medicinal Plants That Everyone Should Know and Grow 
A meal will be provided—suggested donation $3 ea., but is not required.  Childcare birth–11 yrs with reservation.  
Register by Aug 14th.  Let us know how many: eating dinner or attending only.  

Sep 20 Stop the Bleed After an Injury—Beckie Church, APRN, MSN, ACNP-BC Pot Luck—Bring a dish! 
No matter how rapid the arrival of professional emergency responders, bystanders will be first on the scene. A 
person can die from blood loss within five minutes, therefore it’s important to quickly stop the blood loss. Those 
nearest to injured person are best positioned to provide first care. Potluck dinner tonight, please bring a dish to 
share.  Childcare birth–11 yrs with reservation. Register by Sep 18th. Let us know how many: eating dinner or 
attending only.  

Future Meeting Dates: Oct 18 and Nov 8              MAP   
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